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° / Introduction

In agriculture as well as in industry, it frequently happens that the
experimenters have to lay out their experiments at different places or
at different plants, possibly with some treatments common. It is also
possible that the research workers, may conduct the experiments in
the same place but at different times with one or more treatments
common to the whole'set. In all these cases, the precision of esti
mates of the treatment effects can be improved by.having a combined
analysis of these experiments. Gomes and Guimaraes (1958) haye
considered the case when the individual experiraents are laid out in
randomised complete block, designs. Pavate (.1961) has considered

. the case when the individual experiments are laid out in B.I.B. designs
each with the same parameters. .In the analysis presented by him,
the error sum of squares contains the component of between treat
ment X place interaction. In this paper h method of .intrablock
analysis in the case when the parameters of the B.I.B. designs
arc different but one or more treatments are common in all these
experiments has been given.

Let there be g B.I.B. experiments, viz., Ej, .Eg Eg, to be
analysed jointly. With usual notations, let the parameters of E^ be
denoted by (uj, fij, r^, ki, Aj). Further let us assume that there, are
c treatments common in all these experiments. Hence there are
t, == Zl.(vi — c) + 0 different treatments in all. Following Gomes and

Guimaraes, let us call the o treatments (common to all the experiments)
•common' treatments, and the remaining i; (u^ — c) treatments,

%

'regular' treatments. Denoting the common treatments by
and the regular treatments in the z-th experiment by t-^*, t^,

have the analysis as follows:
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On the model

+ 'i 4- bj + Cij

where (j is the effect of the /-th treatment, bi is the effect of the j-th
block, (tx is the general component and eij is a random component with
expectation Zero and Variance the ej/s being distributed indepen
dently, the normal equations for estimatingthe treatment effect after
eliminating the block constants come out as below:

and

i-t

i I -•

I, 2, ... C

... g,j=\, 2,

(1)

•i-» \

where g's are the adjusted treatment totals, e.g., Q, is the adjusted
treatment total for the j-th treatment which is defined , as follows:
Let r, be the total for the 5-th treatment, i.e., T, is the sum of
the observations from the E ri experimental units to which j-th treat-

4

ment has been applied, and B/ is the total of the j-th block in the z-th
experiment, i.e., 5/ is the sum of the observations from the ki experi
mental units in the >th block in the /-th experiment. Then the
adjusted treatment totals Q, for the j-th common treatment is. given
by

V 1 (2)

and for a regular treatment the adjusted treatment total is given by

(3)Hi)

where T,* is the sum of the observations from the experimental units
to which /-th treatment has been applied in the experiment,
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The normal equations thus obtained are not all independent and
to render the solution of the normal equations unique we impose a
further restriction, viz., ' '

0 \ / 0 \ 0 Vi-e

using this condition the first j equations of(1), i.e., those for the common
treatments can be written as

S=-1, 2, ... C

Denoting ' -

(, = Q, J = 1, 2, . . . c. (6)-

The normal equation corresponding to y-th regular treatment in the
/'-th experiment is, given by

k(L'•+L(7)
Summing this equation over j = 1, 2, ... u,. —c we have

c

• - "'Z; '•" k a-
Therefore

v.,

^ ' r7~Tr~~~ •, YiEi —— c)

Hance on further simplifications

rM - a' + Z] a +̂
i

h 2, ^ . Vf - c, ,; = I, 2 . g

(8)

(9)

(10)
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« ^

Adjusted treatment S.S. = 2;/,g, + i; S t*Qi'

The variances of various treatment differences are given below

1. For treatments belonging to the common group

• •

t

2. For treatments one of which is regular and belongs to
experiment

3. For treatments both of which are regular from /-th and j-ih
experiment

V(t* f i'l —2

Now the treatment (common) x Places interaction can be found
out as usual in orthogonal data from the common treatment x places
table. This has got (c — 1) {g ~ 1) degrees of freedom.

. The final analysis of Variance table can be put as follows:

Source d-f S.S.

Blocks ..Uh,-l

Treatments .. S {Vi — c) -\- c — \ S

Treatment (common) X Places (c — 1) (g — 1) As usual

Error .. By subtraction By subtraction

Total .. 2 v^r^-l S- C.F.

From this table the significance of treatment effects can be tested
as usual. In this case, since the interaction S.S. is .separated from the
error SS, an inference regarding treatment x Places interaction will
be available.

Special Cases

(i) When Vi = v, i\ = r, ky = k, b, = b and A< = A, / = 1, 2, . . . g
the above case reduces to that of the design considered by Pavate
(1961)..
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(ii) If k = u in the above case the B.I.B. reduces to that of the
randomised block design and hence the analysis reduces to the case
considered by Gomes and Guimaraes (1958).

(iii) When u,- = v, r,- = r, A;. = k, b, = b, Xi = X&nd c = v, i = \,
2, . . . g this reduces to the case of a B.I.B. experiment repeated g
times. The analysis reduces to the groups of experiment of B.I.B.
designs.

Group Divisible Designs

In the last section we considered the combined analysis of group
of experiments in Balanced Incomplete Block designs, the designs
being all different but some treatments are common in all the experi
ments. As a first step towards the extension of this result to Partially
Balanced Incomplete Block designs, a subclass of P.B.I.B. designs,
viz., G.D. designs has been considered in this section. The problem
is given below.

Let there be g, G.D. experiments, viz., Ej^, E^, . . . E„ to be analysed
jointly. Let the following be the parameters:

Vi = V= nm .. Number of treatments (« groups each con
taining m treatments).

hi — b .. Number of blocks.

f: = r Number of replications for each treatment.

k, = k .. Number of units per block.

Ai" = Aj .. Number of times any two treatments belong
ing to the same group occur together in
a block in the design.

Aj' = Aa .. Number of times any two treatments belonging
to different groups occur together in a
block in the design.

.Let us suppose that one group of treatments is common in all
these experiments. Hence there are (n — 1) mg + m different treat
ments in all. Let us call the common treatments as • • • tim
and the regular treatments in the r-th experiment and y-th group as

^ ~ Ij 2, ... M, j = 2, 3, ... M, / = 1, 2, ... g.

Let ytjk be the observed result applying y-th treatment to the fc-th
block. We may write with usual notations.
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ytii ~ + Ui + h + eijk

so that if the residuals e,,„ are homoscedastic then the intra-block
estimate of any linear treatment contrast is obtained by substituting
in the contrast the solution of normal' equations,

gr gK\ , LtL'--
^ i 9 C J

for common treatments, and

'—k

k

I)-XZi

1_ )• li i

for regular treatments, where g's denotes the adjusted treatment totals^
Denoting '

^ by rE and ^ by G/'

the above equations corresponding to common treatment reduces to

= e«'

g n

'Qii

(11)

(12)

7 = 1, 2, ... m

putting the restriction

gG^ + SS G/ = 0

= Q, (13^

the solution of reduces to

1
tii = grE

f. I (^3 ^^2)
nmX^

= 1, 2, ... Ml

For regular treatments, equation (12) reduces to

/

~ k""' ~ itrEtJ = GJ-)^l G,+ J^gA^ 2,/
\ i^p

q — 2, . . . m\ p —2, 3, . . . n;,. / = 1, 2, . . .. g:

(14)

(15)

(16)
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Summing Equation (16) over q we have

rEG,' ~'f (?/ G; =^ (?i =P,'. (17)

P = ^ n; i = I, 2, ... g

Summing Equation (17) over p = 2, 3, ... n, we have '

m

<•2

^ Pj
3 = 2

rE — ~ 2) wAg
k • k

= (18)

On solving Equation (2) corresponding to regular treatment we have

1

rE Q..'+a
i _i_ (*^1 '̂ 2)

nmX^

krE

n^gmX,
i p="2 j-i

9 = 1, 2, . . ., w; /? = 2, 3, ...,«; ?' = 1, 2, . . .,

The variances of various treatment differences are given below:

1. Variance of the difference of two treatments both of which
are common:

2o'2

, ; 2. Variance of difference of two treatments one of which if
common

k\ _VCk^ - ha) (g + (i > - ^2 \ , k(g-I)
. gfE V wwAj / grt^mX^

(19)

• - 3. Variance of the difference of two treatments both of which
are regular and belong to the same group:

y(i _ t ,i) = —r 'aa' J •

4. Variance of the difference of two treatments both of which
are regular but belonging to different groups in the same experiment :

_r~E rEnmXi_
{.t^Q — 2
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5. Variance of the difference of two treatments both of which
arc regular and belong to different experiments

y(W 'v/) - 2 4-

The above results can be extended in a similar way when two or
more groups are common between, thdse experiments.

As a special case if there are c groups common in all these experi
ments and if the group size }n = 1 then this reduces to the case con
sidered by Pavate (1961) and the corresponding results can be deduced
from this. ^

Summary

A combined analysis of different balanced incomplete block
designs with common treatments has been given in this paper. This
case has been extended to the combined.analysis of a number of group
divisible designs (with same parameters) when one or more groups
of treatments are common in all these designs.
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